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Introduction To Customizing DidIT!
Customizing DidIT! is a very fast and easy process. It only requires a few steps.
1. Setting up users -Enter "Employee" information to use DidIT! with their own log in,
password and security access level. This is done from the System | Employees option
2. Inserting your company logo
Place your company logo (logo.bmp) in the \logos directory to appear on all the existing
forms available from the FormsManager or set up in Merge Document Templates.
3. Modifying the Merge Document Templates from the System Utilities
Format the merge file form letter document templates to be used as templates to create
new forms in the Forms Manager.
4. Importing your data
DidIT! supports many common data formats Since DidIT imports from Outlook, if the
ImportWiz utility doesn't have the desired file type to be imported, then import into
Outlook first, and then into DidIT!
5. Creating custom categories
Delete unnecessary categories and create categories which will be used by your users to
easily query the Database.
6. Customizing the User screen
Each record type (Client, Vendor and Employee) has a User tab. The User tab contains
customizable fields and can be modified by anyone with a security access level of 9.
If necessary, an administrator may desire to set up Access Restrictions to the drop down
menu options within DidIT!. This will limit access to certain functions.
The following chapter will illustrate the process of DidIT! customization.
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Preinstallation Requirements – Adding Collaborative Data Objects to your
workstation running DidIT!
DidIT! needs “CDO” installed and functioning in order to work with Microsoft Outlook and other
Office products. CDO stands for Collaborative Data Objects and is required for programs to read
each other’s data structures and file types. This will be especially important during the setup for
DidIT! to read and identify any forms you may have set up in Outlook.
Unfortunately, Microsoft does not install this option as a default when it installs Microsoft Office.
Microsoft considers CDO an Outlook option in the Microsoft Office install and should be added
before you install DidIT!.
To install CDO on the workstation, go to the Control Panel of Windows, select your Microsoft
Office version and change the options. Drill down to Outlook and then select Collaborative Data
Objects and then install and run from this computer. You may need your original Microsoft
Office disks. For step by step screens, see the pictures that follow. When CDO has been
installed, you should reboot your computer and then install DidIT!. Once you create a user,
DidIT! will step you through the process to set up your Outlook items and whether or not you use
Exchange Server.
Following this process will enable the programs to be set up the programs correctly. Failure to do
this process will not let the programs to pass information back and forth, or use the Outlook’s
forms or custom forms.
Go to the workstation’s Control Panel:
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Select Microsoft Office:

Select Add or Remove Features:
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Next, open expand the Outlook option settings and select Collaboration Data Objects, and then
select “Run from this computer”. You may need your original Microsoft Office CD.
After the system installs the feature, you should reboot your computer.
Finally, continue running the DidIT! install on that workstation computer. You will have to make
the CDO service available on any machine that is to be a workstation for DidIT!
For any technical assistance or special purchasing questions, please email
Help@DidITBetter.com or call 813-977-5739
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Step 1 – User Setup
Introduction
Users of DidIT! are referred to as the “employees” of the company. Each user is entered in
DidIT! using the Employee contact record window. The DidIT Administrator sets up the logins,
passwords and security access levels during this step.
The program is originally installed with no access restrictions to any of DidIT!’s features, and
includes several sample employees. One is the Supervisor with level 9 access and one Guest with
level 1 access.




If logging on for the first time, log on as Sam with no password. The Administrator
should immediately add him or herself as an employee with supervisory access (level 9),
and assign a password for supervisor.
Please make note of your password.
Default
Log on user name: SAM

Log on user name: Guest

No password

No password

Important Note: On initial installation, after the "New installation screen" and re-indexing
process (if there is one), the user will be logged on as the Supervisor "Sam", and no password.
This gives a user complete control over every aspect of the program, including its security
features, and its program capabilities. Until new users and passwords are created, log on as Sam
with no password. Once again, we suggest changing the default administrator's login and
password.
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Entering User (Employee) Information
This section will illustrate the procedure to add users to DidIT!.



From the DidIT! platform main
menu bar, click on System, and
select Employee from the pull down
menu. This will open the Employee
Name & Address tab.



To create a new record, click on the New
icon as shown on the picture or press
Ctrl + N to open a new blank Employee
record.
Move from field to field by using the
Enter key or the Tab key. It is not
necessary to enter information in each
field.





Click on the Security/Password
tabty / Password

TIP: In the Logon Name field, we suggest
entering in your user name, the one you
use to log on to WINDOWS or to your
domain so it automatically shows up when
you try to log in to DidIT!. Once you have
added yourself (and any other users), close
the form and log off of DidIT! Log back on
to DidIT! with the user you created and the
New User Defaults Wizard will activate.






Click on Show Icon to see what is
being entered for the user’s
password.
Passwords are case
sensitive at the log on screen.
In the New Password Field, enter
a password for the user.
Retype the password in the
Confirm Password Field.
8
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For your testing, add yourself as a new user. To do this, log on as the Administrator “Sam” with
no password. Then go to System, Employee and select New Record (blank page from toolbar
– see next section). Fill in the information on the Details tab and then select the Security tab.
The logon name defaults to the first name you put in on the details page. TIP: We suggest
entering in your user name, the one you use to log on to WINDOWS or to your domain so it
automatically shows up when you try to log in to DidIT!. Once you have added yourself (and any
other users), close the form and log off of DidIT! Log back on to DidIT! with the user you created
and the following screens will appear.
TIP: In order to set up the default options for each of your users, you should go to their
machine, run the client install and log in to DidIT! as that user. You can do it all from one
machine and from one user account if you are logged on to Windows as that user (or have
full Outlook delegation to the user’s mailbox and Outlook profiles for each user set up on
your computer.

This is the user log-in
screen. The first time a new
user is created and logs in
the NEW User Wizard
appears.
Type in the User Name and,
if assigned, enter a
Password. Press Ok to
continue.

Start to set-up the user’s
default options by clicking
Next. These settings are
needed to integrate with
Outlook and use the default
or custom forms. The
settings you set up here are
saved on the server and will
be available from any
workstation the user logs on
to.
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The first screen sets up the
default field options. These
options are used to
determine how DidIT! will try
to help the user
automatically fill in
information. These options
determine the default
Address information, the
order of the phone fields
(which should be the same
for all users) and some
Misc. settings.
Select Next to continue.

The next screen sets up the
default folder locations and
Outlook forms to be used for
communication, tasking and
scheduling. Since the
program is reading the folder
tree of that user, depending
on the speed of the
computer and how big
Outlook is, this may take a
few minutes. If there is a
problem here, and the folder
list doesn’t appear, it may be
that you need to load CDO
on that computer, a
Microsoft component of
Outlook. Please see the
Prerequisites section at the
beginning of the manual.
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In order to work with
Outlook, each user must set
up their Outlook integration.
For example, to set up the
appointment form, you must
select the button label “My
Outlook Appointment
Folder” and the list will
appear. Select the calendar
folder that DidIT! will be
using, which is typically (but
doesn’t have to be) the
default Calendar Folder in
the user’s mailbox. The
New User wizard will read
the folder and automatically
get the form to be used.
Continue for each type of
folder in the list that has a
button that activates, (some
do not).
When done, select the
checkbox whether you use
Exchange Server. If you do,
we suggest selecting the
checkbox to “Prompt for my
selection” when making an
item for maximum flexibility.

When all folder defaults
have been set, select Next
to move on.
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Again, if you selected that
your organization uses
Microsoft Exchange, click
the Use Exchange box and
then click Next.
Select the appropriate
folders and click Finish.

Once the defaults are set
for that user, and you have
clicked on Finish, the Big
Find screen will open.
To change any settings in
the future, select the
System tab from the main
menu dropdown and select
User Properties to edit
these defaults in the future.
That’s it! Now do the same
for each user, logged in as
each user. .
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Setting Up Access Security Levels




At the Access level list box, select 1 through 9 with 1 being the lowest access level and 9
being Administrator or the highest access level, which enables access to every DidIT!
function.
Click on Apply.
Close the window to be prompted to save the changes. Click on OK.

Important Note: Setting up Security Access Levels less than 9 will limit access to some of the
functions in DidIT!, including the customization of the User screen, accessing employees
password, and so forth. The following is a list of the different security levels and access rights.
ACCESS CONTROL
Security Level 9 – Administrator Rights
 Has full information access (Client, Vendor, Employee..)
 Has full formatting capabilities (Reports, Labels, Forms)
 Has full customization capabilities
 Ability to change multiple records for account representatives
 Ability to change security and access level rights
 Ability to change custom forms in Outlook
 Ability to edit the MapQuest link format
Security Level 8
 Ability to change company’s logo
 Ability to edit reports in QuoteBuilder
 Ability to change account representatives
 Ability to edit the MapQuest link format
 Ability to use carbon copy feature when using the blast
There is another type of security within DidIT!. Each "pad" or dropdown menu option can be set
up to enable or disable based on a Security access level restriction. The option is rarely used for
the options presented here, but is more for future use. This option will be discussed later in this
guide.
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Step 2 - Inserting Your Logo in
DidIT!
Introduction
DidIT! includes a Default Document Logo which is used when merged files are created and can
be used as the default background for the program. A default logo is provided and can be
changed to you company logo easily.
DidIT! does not save the logo in each form or letter, but it saves space by referencing or "linking"
the logo to the files. If the default logo is changed in the DidIT! system directory, it will
automatically and globally update all the forms when they are used. In order to insert a new logo
into all the DidIT! forms, the user needs to only replace the existing default logo file with the new
one. The existing default logo file is located under the DidIT! system directory which is located
on the server and the file name is called Logo.bmp.



For a single user installation, it is located on the hard drive C:\DidIT\Logos
For a network installation, the DidIT! system directory is located on the server’s
hard drive. In our typical installation, the logo would be located in
F:\DidIT\logos\logo.bmp.
In either case, DidIT! includes a handy utility on the second tab of the Forms Manager to help
select your logo and copy it to the correct place and file name.
Important Note: For simplicity, we call the DidIT! directory located on the server the “DidIT!
system directory" and it contains all the files and directories which are shared over the network.
The DidIT! directory located on a client workstation is referred to as a “Client DidIT!", because it
is acting as a client to the server, and only contains the local files necessary for DidIT! to operate
on that machine. A Client DidIT! has no subdirectories. A Client DidIT! does not contain any
shared information. For example, a document or file which would be placed on a client machine
will probably not be shared over the network or will not be accessible by all the DidIT! users.
This file structure holds all the shared information, including the logos.
For more information on the DidIT! file directory structure refer to the Installation Guide’s
section Understanding DidIT! Network File and Directory Structure.
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The server directory contains a folder named Logos. This folder contains a file called logo.bmp
which is the one being used in each form. The DidIT logo utility will help select a .BMP logo file
and copy it to the appropriate place. The utility overwrites the default logo.bmp with the selected
company logo.
Important Note: Every time a new logo is selected it overwrites the file that WAS the
logo.bmp. The following section uses the Change Logo utility to replace the current logo file
with a new logo.




From the DidIT! main menu bar, click
on Services.
Click on BigFind or press Ctrl F to
open the Find window.



Click on the Result tab or press Alt R.



Click on the Forms Manager icon to open
the Forms Manager – List window.

Forms Manager
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Click on the Details tab to the top right of the
"List".



To change the default document logo, click on
the Default Document Logo Icon on the
bottom right of the screen to open the Change
Default Document Logo window.



The current logo is displayed in the
Change Default Document Logo
window.



Click on the Document Logo button to
change the logo.



In the Open Picture window, click on the
logo file which will become the new
default document logo.

Change Default
Document Logo

Logo File
Name Display

Important Note: Check the Preview Icon to view the picture.


Once the new logo file is highlighted, click on Select.

Important Note: Notice that the Document Logo file name is Logo.bmp and will always be the
name of the default logo file. When changing the default logo, the current Logo.bmp file is
overwritten in the Logo directory by the one selected.
Either the same company logo or a different logo
can be used as the DidIT! background screen. The
same background screen will show up for all DidIT!
users, however, changing the default background
logo does not have any effect on the default
document logo.
To change the background, go to System,
Properties and select the System Defaults.
This screen is administrator access password
protected.
To change the background image, select the
System Defaults tab and then the
Background button, find the appropriate file,
and then press Select.
To save the selection, press the Save button,
then the Close button.
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Other System Defaults: Notice there are several other default options which should be set up
from this screen. DidIT! has several telephone numbers and the default phone description is set
up from this screen. Acceptance of the default selections for the Phone Descriptions should be
done at the onset because after data is entered, if the descriptions are changed later, the telephone
numbers of previously entered data will have the wrong descriptions.
When done with all selections, save the selection by pressing the Save button, then the
Close button.
User defaults - On the previous tab of the System Utilities there is a tab called User Defaults. These are
options which affect only the current client or standalone computer installation of DidIT!
The following options can be selected:
Clock - located on the bottom right of the screen, this option can be displayed in standard or military
format
Phone Assist - with area code - This option is used to help a user save keystrokes. If the Phone Assist is
turned on, then every telephone entry space that has nothing in it will default to the area code entered. If
the area code is automatically entered in a space and not needed, pressing the delete key will remove it.
Default color of grids - This control enables a user to customize the color of the selected record and
active column in every grid within DidIT!.

Other Default values - The following are keystroke-saving default values put in the following fields when
a new record is created. These are: City, State, Zip Code, County, and
Country.
The options down the right side of the Utilities screen can change Windows defaults, such as
Windows Control Panel options, Printer Setup, Time/Date, Screen Display Properties and Resolutions.
When done with all selections, save the selection by clicking the Save button. This step of the
customization process is now complete. From this screen you will continue to create and format
Merged Document Template types as outlined in the next section.
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Step 3 - Document Templates
Introduction
Document Templates are basic documents created in Word through DidIT! and serve as the
master templates for the forms created in DidIT!’s Forms Manager. To illustrate what Document
Templates are, think of each common document or form created for your business. These forms
all have something in common: they are based on a type of document such as the company
letterhead, fax cover sheet, a memorandum, or personal letterhead, etc. DidIT! calls these
common documents "Document Templates". When a merged document form is created in
DidIT, the user will be prompted to select a document template type so when the new document
is created, the merge fields necessary for DidIT! to merge to the Word document are already
present. The Forms Manager automatically makes a new file based on the selected document
template file and can automatically name the file for you. Then all the user has to do is add the
text and format the document. The entire base document is already set up and formatted.
Some Document Templates are already available in DidIT! but should be customized before
using the Forms Manager. The Document Templates make the customization fast and easy. This
chapter illustrates the Merge Document Template customization process steps.

Formatting Existing Document Templates



From the DidIT! main menu bar, click on System,
Properties from the pull down menu.
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Document Templates

Click on the Document Templates
button.

This is where you create, modify or delete the Document Types/Templates.

Format: Click to open the Template
in Word to format it.

…

Select a file to be used as a
master template..

The arrows allow
you to browse the
document
templates

Close the Document Type Window
Undo
Save Changes
Duplicate Current Document Type
New Document Type
Delete Current Record
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Document Type Box: This box will show the name of the Document Type (in this example, Our
Company Letterhead). A document type is a formatted and reusable document and although this
section is not access controlled, the Administrator should be responsible for setup. The
Document Type name does not have to be the same as the actual file name but it is recommended
that it should be explicit enough so that anybody can identify or recognize it.


To edit the name of the current Document Type, type over the existing name and click
Save.

Template to Use: This box shows the name of the file and the location or path of the file. We
recommend that all templates be saved under the Master Templates directory located under the
letters directory (/Letters/Master Templates). For instance, the picture shows that the document
type “Our Company Letterhead” is saved under the directory “Master Templates” and is saved
under the name “letterhead – Fixed Date.doc”.
In our sample install, this would be F:\DidIT\Letters\Master Templates\letterhead – Fixed
Date.doc
Default: The document template which has the "default" checkbox filled will automatically be
selected when a new form is created in the Form Manager.

Editing Existing Document Templates






Click on the Edit icon. This will open the current document type in Microsoft Word.
Make any formatting changes to the document type in Microsoft Word.
Save the changes made to the document.
Close Microsoft Word.
On the Document Type window, click on the Save icon.

You are now ready to browse to another document type to modify it.
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Add New Document Templates


On the Document Types window, click on the
New Document Type icon (6th icon from the
left).

NOTE: Make sure the fields are blank; otherwise
existing Document Templates might be overwritten.


Fill out the name of the new document type in
the Document Type box.



Click on the Ellipses icon to display the Open window to point to an existing
Microsoft Word document. Notice that at this point the Word Format icon is ghosted
or grayed out since no template has been assigned to the document type.



If you want to use an existing Word
document as the Document Template, click
on the document to highlight it and click
Select.
To create a new document, simply type in
the name of the new document in the Select
File box and click on Select. The new
Word document will be automatically
created.



The Document Types window will show the path of the template just created or selected.



To edit the new Document Type,
refer to the previous section
referred to as Editing Existing
Document Templates.
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Delete Existing Document Templates



Browse or find the Document Template which needs to be
deleted and click on the Delete icon (5th icon from the left)
in the Document Templates window.
The Delete Warning dialog box will appear. Press Yes to
delete the selected Document Templates.

23
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Step 4 - Importing Data into
DidIT!
Important Note: The Import Utility can only be used by a DidIT! Administrator and only when
there is no one else in the DidIT! system. Read the following section thoroughly before
proceeding. At this point, there is no undo feature in the import other than to remove the database
from the database list. Since this can only be done on databases other than Client, Vendor and
Employee, importing to these database can be dangerous to an installed and "data filled" system.
The following section will illustrate the process of importing information in DidIT!
Before starting the importing process the Administrator should determine which utility to use
based on the desired outcome.
If the Administrator wants to add databases, then the dbUtility must be run to add them first
before importing. If the information is to be imported into the existing databases, then the
ImportWiz program should be run.
Importing a New Database: To add a new database in the DidIT! Database and then import
information into it, use the dbUtility to add the database first, and then the ImportWiz
utility to import data in the newly created database. To add a new database before
importing, go through the following section referred to as Creating new databases with the
Database Utility - dbUtility.exe and then refer to the next section referred to as Using the
Import Utility - importWiz.exe to import the data into the new database.
Importing to an Existing Database: To import information into an existing database (CVE,
Prospect, National, or Local) use the ImportWiz utility. Skip the following section and
refer to the section Using the Import Utility - importWiz.exe.
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Introduction to Importing Data
Before proceeding, make a backup of your system so you
can restore it in case the imports were not successful. As long
as you make a complete copy of your system the first time,
you can restore it as many times as you need. It is
recommended to practice with importing data on a test
database to prevent overwriting or damaging the main
database. At present, there is no “UNDO Import feature”.
Using the National or Prospect is ideal because the database
is nonessential and it can easily be deleted and recreated.
The Version 6.9 release of DidIT! has the ability to import
from 10 popular file formats.

Native import options include:
Excel 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 and 97 (XLS)
Lotus 123 1.x, 2.x 3.x (WKS, WK1, WK3)
Paradox 3.5, 4.0 (DB)
Symphony 1.01, 1.1 (WRI)
Multiplan 4.1 (MOD)
RapidFile (RPD)
Visual FoxPro (DBF)
Dbase (DBF)
Outlook Contacts
The interface of this version of ImportWiz takes some technical knowledge to be able to figure it
out and realize its true power. On the other hand, it can be very dangerous on existing databases.
It can overwrite your existing information in the databases you import into, and it can import
scrambled information if the appropriate characters are not stripped out. Test your skill on a
sample database, and save the import template for next use.
The process of importing consists of two steps: identifying the databases, and then mapping the
data from the place in which it currently resides to the place within DidIT! that it will ultimately
reside. Unfortunately, the data is almost never located in the same Field names or the same
format. Knowing what file you want to import and where it should go is the relatively easy part
of importing.
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Tips to a successful import:
Make a backup of your whole DidIT Server installation.
Look at the information being imported. Check your database Field assignments several
times before you press Finish.
Review each Field careful for the characters that should be stripped. Make sure you select
the option to strip characters FOR EACH FIELD imported if it is appropriate to the field.
If the file has a header, with the Field names in the first row, and your data starts on the
second row, make sure you select that option or you will lose a record.
The Import utility was designed to be used by a user with Administrator access to DidIT!. Again,
an Administrator is any user with level 9 access.
With DidIT! version 6.9 there is no export utility. However, any database program with ODBC
capability can open and export data from DidIT!. The native file format for DidIT! is Visual
FoxPro. Do not attempt to import into DidIT from any other program but the specified utility.
What can you import into?
You can import into the Client, Vendor and Employee databases located in the \DidIT\Data
directory. You can also import into any database in the \DidIT\Lists directory or created with the
dbUtility.
The three main databases are the only essential databases you need to operate DidIT! in this
version, and without these databases the program does not operate. They have just a few sample
records in them.
Clients – contains contact information and fields required to create quotes and invoices
Vendors – where product or services can be purchased; suppliers, distributors,
manufacturers
Employees – users of DidIT!. Even if the user is not actually an employee, this is where
the user login and security access level is assigned
DidIT! also ships with 3 additional databases, Local, National and Prospects located in the
\DidIT\Lists directory.
Local – Business lists that are available through national list brokers and may be imported
into DidIT!
National – National or international lists obtained from list brokers
Prospects – Business prospect lists
These databases contain no records. They are not essential, and in fact, can be removed from the
system with the help of the Database Utility. Additional databases can also be created with the
Database Utility. If you want to import into another database other than those provided, you will
need to skip to the Database Utility section to add one, and then return to this section. Most
people will just import first into an existing database. Adding and removing databases is a more
advanced concept.
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Using the Import Utility - importWiz.exe
The Import Utility is a separate program which can be run from Windows Explorer. In a default
installation, the Import Utility is located in Driveletter\DidIT\Utils\ImportWiz.exe, or, in a
typical network installation example, in F:\ DidIT\Utils\ImportWiz.exe

Open Windows Explorer and drill down
and double click on importWiz.exe to run
the Import Utility.

When first started, DidIT! needs to know
where it was installed! If this screen does not
come up, skip to the next step.
In the Locate Data Directories screen, click on the
Data, Lists, and Help buttons to select the
appropriate directories on your system, until the
respective folder is located.

After selecting a directory, a typical
installation would have these values.
(Yours may be different).
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When the directories are identified and saved,
the log on screen will appear. Log on with a
valid Administrator log on and password. Click
OK.

ImportWizardStep 1: Identify the Data
The first step of the Import Wizard is to identify
the Data.
File Type: This is the type of file you want
to import. Select from the drop down list
menu.
Source File: The file you want to import.
Use the Locate button to find it on your
computer.
Destination File: This is the file you want
the information imported into. You can
import into a new database or an existing
database.

If you are importing from Outlook, select
the appropriate File Type from the dropdown.

Outlook may prompt you to select a profile for the Outlook
Contacts you want to import. If it does or does not prompt
you, the ImportWiz program transfers the Contacts to a
temporary database and shows a wait window until the
temporary import process is done.
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Next, the user will map the Fields, strip characters and select duplicate checking if
desired. In this example, we will import the Outlook Contacts into the Prospect database.

In the Destination File, click on Locate and
the Open window will appear. Since we are
importing into the prospect file in this
example,
select
prospect.dbf
from
\DidIT\Lists path and click on Select.

The window will look like the picture below once you select the Prospect.dbf Destination
file. Click on Next to continue.

TIP: Client, Vendor and Employee
databases are located under DidIt\Data
directory whereas Prospects and all other
list databases are located under
DidIt\Lists.
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ImportWizard Step 2: Define Imported Fields
Now you are ready for the second step of the Import Wizard which defines how the source fields
are to be imported into the target fields. Please pay close attention to the options you select during
this part of the import routine.
This screen is where fields of information in
the databases are mapped to the fields
available in DidIT!
In this example, the First Name column is
selected and is darker.

Column
Header

The information in the rows and columns is
the data you are trying to import into DidIT!
Important Note: There is no name in the
header of the first row of the picture to the
right, which means the row is “unassigned”
and will not be imported into DidIT!. In
order to have the information in the source
Field (column) import into DidIT!, the
column headers have to be assigned to a
Field within the DidIT! file specified earlier,
in this example, the Prospect.dbf file.



To assign the columns, select a
column by clicking in the information
rows (darker green). This field has
been “selected” and is now ready to be
assigned to a DidIT! field in the target
database. In this example, the First
Name column is selected and is darker.

Next, select the field from the
target file (Prospect.dbf) that is
the location to put the
information from the source file.
In this case, we select “First”
from the Name dropdown.
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Notice after this step is successfully completed; the first row of the database has a blue label that
says “First”.
First, Last and Address. A label in the column header means these fields have been successfully
assigned to fields within DidIT!, and will be imported at the end of this process.
Successively go through each of the column fields in the source database and select the appropriate
Field name from the drop down list items to assign the fields.
The next step is to strip characters from the data. Since DidIT stores information in raw format,
formatting characters must be removed before entry. Stripping characters is most often useful in
telephone numbers and zip codes. Stripping characters allows the user to specify what characters
ImportWiz must remove from EACH FIELD so the information imported in the target file does not
have strange characters or is missing information. Each character to be stripped out must be
separated by a comma, and the list of characters depends on the data in the source file. Please
review the rows of information FOR EACH FIELD to determine what formatting characters are to
be removed during the import.
A common imported file may have a
Telephone number recorded in the file in this
format:
(813) 977-5739.
The stripped character(s) for this field would
be: (,),-, ,
Right parenthesis, comma, left parenthesis,
comma, dash, comma, spacebar, comma
A Typical Zip code may be represented like
this:
33613-0987
The stripped character list would be FOR
THIS FIELD:
-, ,
Dash, comma, spacebar, comma
Note: Specified characters to be stripped
must be separated with a comma.
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The next step is to decide whether there should
be duplicates. Click in the Duplicates checkbox
and the following screen will appear. The
duplication check is done within the file itself, as
it is being imported into DidIT!. The checking is
also done against the records within DidIT!, as
information is imported from the source file into
the target file.
Select which field(s) to check for
duplicates. The key to removing duplicates
is to select a Field that would not normally
have duplication, like email address, or
telephone number, and to select a multiple
set of fields on which to perform the check.
For example, if duplicate checking is done on
telephone number only, then only one of the two
people living in the same house would be
imported.
If selecting only email as the duplicate Field to
check on, if two people lived in the same house
and didn’t have an email they would both be
imported. However, if two duplicate entries
existed and neither had an email address, both of
the entries would be written to the file.
Once done with the Field assignments, continue to the next screen.
TIP: At the bottom right there is a disk icon to save the selections as an import template. This
includes all fields, duplicate checking, and strip characters. At the first step “Identify the data”
there is a template icon. Selecting this icon will pull up the list of import templates to select.

Make sure you have made the
Field assignments, and click
Finish.
The system will import the data from
your import file into the database
selected in DidIT!.
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Creating new databases with the Database Utility
- dbUtility.exe
Important Note: The Database Utility can only be used by a DidIT! Administrator and ONLY
when there is no one else in the DidIT! system.
The Database program is sparse, but powerful. Do not let its simple appearance hide the raw
power of this application. It is so powerful you will want to use it, but you can inadvertently
corrupt your system. It is so unique and useful and one of the first of its kind. As of yet there is
no evidence of any other database manipulation program having the ability to add databases to its
own relational database system without a development environment. Be careful, but have fun.
A quick note, since normal users and programmers do not have the same connotation of the
words “Database “ and “Table”, the following distinction will be made. Many of the files in
DidIT! would be called “databases” by a normal user. Actually, many of the files are native
Visual FoxPro tables, and are connected programmatically to the main database or “table of
tables. In DidIT!, on the BigFind screen there is a list of the tables on the right on which the
query is being run. The label for the list says “Databases”; even though the names listed there are
all tables that are created by the dbUtility. For simplicity, because programmers know the
difference and for the purposes of this explanation, the tables will be referred to as databases from
here on.
Version 6.9 release of DidIT! enables the addition of as many “databases” as desired.
The benefits of adding databases are many. Having separate databases enables a user to have
similar information kept in a physically different file, so that when accessing the file there is no
need to try to differentiate records within a file in any other way than whether or not they are in
the file or not.
Having the DidIT! interface and the ability to add databases to the search enables a simultaneous
search across all or some of the databases at the same time and through the same interface,
without having to manually close one file and open another.
Being able to have them join the master database enables creation of relations between the
different databases without having complex programming skills. These multiple database
relations reduce the need for a single file with a complex set of key fields that a user specifies to
differentiate between records in a single file. This reduces the skill set needed by a user and
enables very complex searches and complex reporting with little or no effort at all.
The ability for DidIT to “promote” a record from one database to another without retyping
is another huge benefit of the capability of adding databases.
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Tips to adding databases:






Before proceeding, read this section
thoroughly. If instead of adding a table, a
table was deleted, data can be lost. Back up
first!
When naming the table use a meaningful
name so that it can be easily identifiable.
Make a backup of your system so you can
restore it in case something strange and
unusual happens.

The Import Utility is a separate program that can be
run from Windows Explorer. In a default install it
will be Driveletter\DidIT\Admin\dbUtility.exe, or F:\
DidIT\Admin\ dbUtility.exe in our example network
install.
When completed, a typical installation would have these
values. (Yours may be different).




Open Windows Explorer and scroll down to
the DidIT\Admin folder.
Double click the file dbUtility.exe to run it

Important Note: No user should have DidIT! open
while creating new databases. In the event that
someone is using DidIT! at the same time an error
message will appear when trying to use the dbUtility
application.


When it is first started, the utility needs to
know where you installed DidIT! If this
screen does not appear, skip to the next step.
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Scroll down to the appropriate location of your
installation of directories on your computer.

When these values are saved, the log on screen will be
presented. Log on with a valid Administrator level User
name and password. Again, DidIT! was installed with
the default administrator login as Sam with no password.

The Entity Database Utilities window is displayed
which lists the database tables in DidIT!.
The three primary tables, Client, Employee and
Vendor, cannot be deleted but National, Prospects
and Local tables can be removed if desired.
To add a database, select the Next button.

In the example, the Description created was
Bill’s Prospects. Notice the generated file
name is not exactly what was entered. Before
clicking on the Next button, now is the time to
change the actual File Name that will be
located in the \DidIT\Lists directory. The file
name has to conform to the Filename.txt (8.3)
convention, so it will try to add underscores
where you put spaces. Bill’s Prospects will
also be listed 7th in the list.
Click Next to continue.
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Description: The name of the file as it
will show up in the DidIT! Database
list. Type in the name to describe the
table.
File Name: This is an automatically
generated file name that will be created
in the \DidIT\Lists directory. You can
change the name if you want to, within
some limits.
 Order: This is the order, from top to

bottom in the DidIT! database list.
The lower the number indicates the
higher on the list it will appear. You
can also change the list order later
from within DidIT!

To change the order, type in the
number or scroll through the list until
the number appears.

Read the description. Make sure it is
what you want. Click the Finish
button to add the new table.

As a final confirmation, the
dbUtility FYI window will
appear showing the file name of
the new database. Click OK to
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Step 5 - Setting Up Categories
Introduction
Categories are helpful ways to classify any record in any database within DidIT!. Each
record can have one or many categories assigned to it and categories can be attached and
detached to one record or multiple at the same time. The category screen is available as a tab
from the Client, Vendor, and Employee screen, and also from the Result page of the BigFind.
Categories are used to group and classify contacts for easy retrieval and manipulation during a
DidIT! BigFind session.
When a contact becomes associated with a category, it is called “attaching a category”. If
a category is removed from a contact, it is referred to as “detaching the category”. DidIT!
supports an unlimited number of category items, bounded only by hard disk space. The program
can theoretically have an unlimited number of databases. As of yet, the OpenDoor Software team
has not reached these limits.
There are several base categories of categories. These categories are:
Contact Types: Each base database; Client, Vendor and Employee have categories underneath them.
A good place to specify which vendor is our alarm company, etc.
Interests: The products and services the contact is interested in
Memberships/Hobbies: The hobbies, professional association or outside memberships
Call Options: Best time to reach someone, hot list for an individual
Media: How the contact heard about you, or the list of media to send press releases to
Account Rep: The employee either responsible or assigned to the contact. By default, whomever
created the contact automatically becomes the owner.
Business Industry: Based on the yellow pages headings, these are the 5000 or so categories that the
phone company sells advertising for.
Users can combine several categories to form a group for quicker classification. These are called “category
groups”. Category groups are individual categories saved as a group so a user does not have to select by
hand each category. The category group is like a “kit of categories” a user can add to or subtract from.
There is also a function called “Every time Default” that will automatically attach the selected categories in
the group every time a client is added. A good example of this would be part of the mailing list group and
interested in a company’s product or service.
In order to use the categories, the DidIT! Administrator should begin by deleting the unneeded
categories shipped with the system and customize the categories to the needs of the business. This is easily
done from the Service menu on the DidIT! platform, from the Result Screen, or from the Client, Vendor and
Employee categories tab. The following section is an overview of the Category window in DidIT!.
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The Category Window

This section lists the
category items for the
Contact Types: Client,
Vendor, or Employee,
but they can be
assigned to any of the
contacts in the system.

Contact Type
A different set
of categories
is available
for each
contact type;
check a
contact type to
view its
existing
categories.

Industry
These
categories are
similar to
yellow page
classifications
for contacts to
be classified
by type of
business.

Selected Items
The categories
displayed in this box
are the categories that
will be attached to the
active record or
records if the Attach
button is pressed, or if
the individual record
is saved.

These category items
are customizable &
applicable for all
contact record types.
More than 1 category
from the same
category type/section
can be attached to a
record.

These buttons either Attach or
Detach any of the highlighted
category items.
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Initial Categories Customization
Categories should be customized to fit the needs of the company. Each category item can be
customized.

Click on the System dropdown from the DidIT!
Platform. Click on Groups Setup.
A user can either go through each category
individually using each option from Groups
Setup from the System pull down menu, or
through the complete Categories screen from the
BigFind, Result, Categories on the bottom left of
the screen. It is MUCH easier to understand the
Categories when taken together, but for
completeness sake, we will explain both.



Click on one of the Category types: Call Options, Catalogue- Interested In, Contact Types,
Industry, Media, Memberships / Hobbies
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Delete an Existing Category
Browse
Icon

Delete
Category
Icon

Browse to the category to be deleted
or use the Find tab to scroll through
the list, highlight the category, right
click on Modify.
Click on the Delete icon.

The Delete Warning message will
appear. Click on Yes to delete the
category item.

Important Note:
If DidIT! does not allow you to delete the category, it is attached to one or more records. To
detach the category and be able to delete it freely, do the following:
Go to the BigFind screen.
Select All databases.
Find by the category the user wants to delete.
Press Enter or Next.
From the Result screen, click on the Select All button.
Go into the Category screen.
Select and double click the category to delete.
Click on Detach.
Once DidIT! gives the message that they have been detached, right click on the
category and select Delete.
The user will then be able to delete the category.
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CREATE A NEW CATEGORY

Click on the New Category
icon.
Type in the name of the
new category (example,
New Category Name) in
the text field.
From the pull down list,
select the category type to
which the new category
will be added.
Click on the Save icon.
Repeat action until all new
categories are created for
any of the category types.

Browse
Through the
Records

New
Category
Icon
Duplicate a
Category
Save
Category

RENAME AN EXISTING CATEGORY

Browse the
Records

Browse to the category item to
be renamed, or click on Find tab
to scroll through the list of
category items. Highlight the
category and click back on the
Modify tab.
Highlight and type over the
existing Category Name.
Click on Save to save the
category name change.

Save
Category
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Step 6 – Customizing the User
Screen
Introduction
The User screen is located on any of the contact type windows and is a great place to store
additional useful information about contacts. OpenDoor Software has allowed the DidIT!
Administrator to modify these fields to satisfy the need for customization in a corporate
environment.
On each of the three independent user screens (Client, Vendor, and Employee) 50 or so fields can
be custom labeled and assigned different data types (number, text, date etc.). Again each contact
type: Client, Vendor and Employee are independent as the information needed from a Vendor
might be different than the information needed from a Client or an Employee.

DATA INTEGRITY

Important Note: For data integrity purposes, it is best to customize the User Screen when the
program is first installed. This screen should be set up in Client, Vendor and Employee prior to
entering any contact information. If the Labels are changed after contact information has been
entered, data might not correspond to the label under which it was initially entered.

FIELDS DATA TYPE

The number of fields available on the user screen is standard to all the entities.
5 Number fields
20 Text Fields
2 Memo Type or Edit Boxes
5 Date Fields
5 Logical Type Fields (Check Boxes)
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ACTIVATING THE DESIGN MODE

The User Screen has been protected to avoid any undesirable changes and can only be
changed by a user with Administrator access (Level 9). The DidIT Administrator can give
temporary design access rights to another user.
Log on as the user that will be given Design
Access Rights.
Open one of the contact record windows (Client,
Vendor or Employee).
Go to the User tab.
Press Ctrl + F12 to enter the Design Mode
If a logged user has less than level 9 access, the
“Password Needed” window will be displayed
prompting for a DidIT Administrator’s (or a
Level 9 user’s) password. Type in the password.

Important Note: The Administrator should understand that by doing so, the user will be
granted rights to change the design of the User Screen only, and will not be granted any
other administrator right, and will continue to have those rights until DidIT! is closed and
reopened.
Click OK to proceed.
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The User Screen

Masked
Fields

Definitions:
Labels are the text titles that appear in
front of each box or field. Some fields
are masked.
Boxes or Fields are used to enter data
in the contact record.
A Masked Field will only allow the
user to enter the data under a
previously defined format.
The
Administrator should mask any fields
that require data to be entered a
specific way.

Field
or Box
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Designing Mode
Again, in order to be able to customize any of the User Screens the user has to have a security
access level 9 (Administrator Level). This will protect unauthorized users from altering the user
screen format inadvertently. To protect an Administrator from altering the screens no designing
icon has been placed directly on the screen. In order to enter the designing mode the
Administrator has to press the Control Key first, and while holding down the Control key,
pressing the F12 key at the same time.

Press Ctrl + F12 to enter the designing
mode. The Designing icon will appear
by the screen.
Important Note:
For security
purposes until this icon has been
pressed no formatting is possible.

Design
Icon

Click on the Design icon to go into
formatting mode and open the design
toolbar.

The Design Toolbar

Save
Icon

Design
Icon

Start Tab
Over

Order by
List

Undo

Show
Grid

Design
Icon

Save Icon

•

Field List
Property

Click on this icon to save all the design changes made to the User screen.

Important Note: The Undo feature is set to void any changes made since the last save; it does
not undo changes one by one. Therefore, try saving design changes as often as possible, in order
to use the undo feature without losing any valuable formatting.
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Start Tab Order
Even though the mouse is a great tool, it is easier and quicker to use the keyboard to move from
field to field instead of switching between the mouse and keyboard. The Tab key on the
keyboard can be used in DidIT! to move from field to field. The order in which the fields are
selected using the Tab key can be changed using the Start Tab Order icon on the Designing
Toolbar.
Click on the Start Tab Order icon to
see the order in which the labels and
fields are tabbed over.
Click on each blue square following
the order in which the Labels and
boxes will be selected when using the
Tab key.
Important Note: Each Data Item is
composed of a label and a field. To move the
whole item, attribute a number to both the
label and the field.

Order By List
Similar to the Start Tab Order icon, the Order by List icon allows the user to change the tab order
of the labels and fields using a pop up list of field names.
Click on the Order by List icon. The
Order window will appear with all the
labels and boxes listed
To promote or demote an item, click on
the gray box to the left side of the Field
or label name. A double-headed arrow
will appear. Please note that in order to
move a whole item both the label and its
corresponding field/box have to be
moved.
Or drag with the mouse the doubleheaded arrow up (promote) or down
(demote) to move the item in the list to
its new location.
Important Note: When pressing the Tab key
the user will be able to go from Field to Field
following the order shown in the list. Update
the list to reflect the order in which the fields
should be tabbed over.

1 Item =
1Label + 1 Box
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THE UNDO ICON

The Undo icon will void any changes made to the designer screen since it was last saved.

THE FIELD LIST PROPERTY ICON

•
•

The Field List Property Icon allows the user to select any of the items on the User
screen as well as opens the Design Properties window for this same item.
To open the design properties window, right click over the selected field.

The “Referred
By” label is
highlighted and
its Properties
are shown in
the Design
Properties
window
Design
Properties
Window

Design Toolbar

Show Grid

Click on this icon to see the grids on
the User screen. This tool is especially
useful when trying to align boxes/fields
or aesthetically divide an area of the
screen.
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DESIGN ICON – TURNING OFF THE DESIGN MODE

The Design icon located on the Design Toolbar will turn off the designing mode. If any changes
have been made to the User screen, the user will be prompted to save the changes.
Click on the Design icon.
Click on Yes to save changes.
The Designing Toolbar has been closed,
but the Design icon still has to be closed.
Press Ctrl + F12 to for the Design icon to
disappear

Customizing Fields and Labels
Fields can be moved, aligned, and resized. Properties and text can be edited to customize the view
of the user screen. Refer to the previous section titled Activating the Design Mode to learn how to
activate the design mode. Once the design mode has been activated refer to the following section
to start customizing the User Screen.
Important Note: It is recommended to use the grid when designing the user screen to obtain
more precise results.
THE DESIGN WINDOW

The design window contains all the tools necessary to format the content expected (Field
definition) and the order and “look of feel” of the Fields and Labels.
This section will go through the 4 tabs of the Design Window, and explain each of the
commands. Once in the design mode, access the design window by selecting the label and fields
to be formatted and right click over the selection. The Design window will appear.
Remember: All the objects selected will be affected by the changes made on the design
window.
Important Note: Time can be saved by formatting several objects at the same time when
designing the User Screen. In order to do so, select multiple objects and refer to the following
section for different formatting commands. For multiple selections, click on the first object to be
formatted, hold down the Shift key or Control key and keep on clicking on objects to add to the
selection.
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THE CONTROL TOOLBAR

Found in the Design window, the Control
Toolbar is common to every tab.

From Left to Right:
Undo the Current Selection: Undo the changes that were made to the current selection
Undo All to Last Save: Undo the sequence of changes made between now and the last
time changes were saved.
Undo Current Selection to Last Save: Undo the sequence of changes made between the
changes made to the selected object(s) and the last time changes were saved.
Select Control Drop Down Box: This drop down box will allow the user to make another
selection without going back to the User screen. Simply click on the down arrow by the
Select Control Box and scroll down to click and select the right object. Remember that an
object is made of a Field and a Label; therefore there should be 2 entries of each.
Close Window: Click on this icon to close the window and go back to the User screen.
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Alignment Tab

From the Design window, click on the Alignment
tab.
Click on the alignment button to use to align the
boxes
Use the arrows located on the same line as the
chosen alignment to move the boxes.
Follow the results on the User screen and adjust
accordingly.
The height, width or total size of the object can also
be formatted from this window.

Align the selected
objects
Vertically (Top Row),
or Horizontally (Bottom
Row)

Format the size
of the object.

Although fields can be aligned manually it is recommended to use the alignment command, as it
is more precise.
Manual Alignment
To align fields manually using the Grids, check the Grid Box on the Designing toolbar.
To learn more about the designing toolbar go back to the section referred to as the
Designing Toolbar.
Click on the first object to select, hold down the Shift key for multiple selections.
Drag Objects as explained in the previous paragraph, align the boxes to the grid for better
results.
Alignment Command
Click on the first object to select, hold down the Shift key for multiple selections.
Drag Objects as explained in the previous paragraph, align the boxes to the grid for better
results.
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THE DIMENSIONS TAB

The Dimensions tab on the Design Window will allow the administrator to change the position or
size of the box.
•
•
•
•

The Top box will adjust the vertical
position of the box relative to the User
Screen.
The Left box will adjust the horizontal
position of the object.
The Width box will adjust the size of the
box horizontally.
The Height box will adjust the size of the
box vertically.

THE FONT TAB

It is possible to change the font type, size and
formatting of the text in any of the Labels and Fields.
The Bold, Italic and Underline features are used as
toggle buttons. Use the drop down box to adjust
point size or font type.

THE PROPERTIES TAB - JUSTIFY FIELDS

Click on either one of the Justify radio
buttons to choose the text alignment inside
the Caption Label.
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THE PROPERTIES TAB – VISIBLE FIELDS

•

Click on the Visible Box to insert a check (as shown on the picture) to be able to view the
Field from the User screen. If the visible box is not checked the Field will not show on
the User Screen.

THE PROPERTIES TAB- FIELD COLOR

•

Click on the arrow by the Color Drop Down Box to
choose to set the ForeColor (or font color) or
BackColor of the box.
The following box will appear. Click on one color to
set it as the ForeColor or BackColor of the box
(depending on what option was selected from the
Color Drop Down Box).
For more colors click on the Define Custom Colors
button at the bottom of the window to view the second
part of the window and customize a color.

•

•

•
•
•

•

Click anywhere on the color palette to pick
a color,
Move the arrow on the right side of the
window to change the color intensity.
Once created the custom color can be
added to the rest of the colors by clicking
on the Add to Custom Colors Button at the
Bottom of the window.
Click on the new color to make sure it is
selected and press OK.selected and press
OK.

The Properties Tab – Back Style
Check the Transparent radio button to make the text
label’s background transparent.
Check the Opaque radio button to make the text label’s
background Opaque.
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The Properties Tab – Caption

•

Enter the Text that will appear as the Label on the form. This will identify the
information that should be entered into that field.

MASKING FIELDS

Introduction
Masking Fields allow the DidIT! Administrator to have control over the Data entered by the user.
• Non-masked Fields will accept Data under any format.
• Masked Fields will require the user to enter the Data under a certain format.

Masking Commands
•

•
•

To obtain the Masking window right
click on the Field(s) to mask to obtain
the Design Window.
Click on the Properties tab.
Enter the InputMask in the Input Mask
Box

This box will allow the administrator to enter an “Input Mask”. An Input Mask is a
format in which any information entered into the field will automatically be
formatted. This saves the user keystrokes on data entry.
• In the box enter the format of the masked field
Enter 9 or # to allow the user to enter a numeric value
Enter formatting (Spaces, commas, periods, semi-colon, hyphens, dashes…)
Following are a few examples of useful Input Masks:
999-99-9999
or
###-##-####
Social Security Number
(999) 999-9999
or
(###) ###-####
Phone Number
99999-9999
or
#####-####
Zip Code



When trying to print, the following dialog
box will be presented. Notice in the
picture there are no Available Printer
Setups. This will be common for a new
install.
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Step 7 – Printer Set Up
Setting Up Common Printers
DidIT! can be set up to operate with any type of printer including laser, inkjet, and dot matrix.
When operating with regular printers, no special set up is required. For some special receipt
printers, the user will need to install the printer driver and then go into DidIT! and set up some
special settings. Because printers are not standard, sometimes the settings have to be found
through a degree of trial and error.
This section shows the trial and error of a common receipt printer setup.
Tip: Before DidIT! is installed, if all printers are set up on a network and shared then each printer
is also set up on the system. As long as the printers are set up in Windows on the machine, and
working, DidIT automatically can access them once set up in DidIT!. The printer setup dialog
was constructed so individual settings for each printer can be saved. This is essential if receipt
printers are to be used because they have special formatting, and that formatting would have to be
made by the user every time the printer was used. DidIT! has additional programming to be able
to setup and save a specific printer’s formatting settings to save users time and keystrokes.
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Select Big Find from the Services tab. Next select the Result tab and then the
yellow Notes icon on the bottom right. Once the Notes screen opens choose the
Print Document button on the top left. You will then select Setup Printer to add a
printer that has been previously installed on your computer. If one has not been
installed, please refer to your Windows “Add Printers” Help option. Assuming one
is installed, the following screen will appear:

•

Select the Add New icon from the
top Control bar.
• Use the dropdown in Available
Printers and pick the appropriate
printer.
• Name the printer as you would have
it shown in DidIT! and type any
Description necessary in the space
provided.
Examples of good
descriptions are where the printer is
located or whether approval or call
ahead must be made to use the
printer.
• Save the selection by clicking on the
Save icon.
There are other properties of the printer that
can be modified from here, but for normal
printers this is not necessary. Follow the
same procedure to add additional printers.
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STAR 212T

Some printers require special formatting this is available on the Properties tab. Please note
that changing these settings makes DidIT! operate the same way for that printer for all users
of the system. If special settings are to be used and are specific to a specific computer or
print job, please make a new Printer Definition, and specify the differences in the
Description Field.
This section will help with the special Property settings for a common ticket printer, the
Star 212T. Ideal for printing a short list on 3” roll of paper, the Star 212T printer outputs
the information differently than a flat 8.5”x11” flat sheet. The roll of paper is similar to
those used for a cash register or credit card receipt. DidIT! has a special “Printer Setup”
page to enable the user to configure the settings of this type of printer and saved for all
users to utilize. Once set up, the printer definition saved in DidIT! will be able to be used
in all aspects of printing, including reports, forms and Quotes, Invoices and POs.
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

In DidIT! select Big Find from the
Services main menu where the Find
window will be displayed.
Click on the second tab named Results.
At the bottom of the windows, click on
Notes.
Click on the Printer icon and then the
Setup Printer button. This will open the
screen containing 5 tabs.
Verify the settings are correct. Use the
following screens as a guide through this
process.
Select the Distance tab.
In the box labeled Header the value
should be 0, so the text will start at the
beginning of the page.
In the box labeled Footer the value
should be 0.20”, so there will
automatically be a space between each
paragraph.
Click on the Next tab labeled Paper.
In the box labeled Width the value
should be 5”.
In the box labeled Height the value
should be 4”.
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•

•
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Click on the tab labeled Margins.
In the box labeled Top, the value
should be 0.
In the box labeled Bottom, the value
should be 0.
In the box labeled Left, the value
should be 1.25”.
In the box labeled Right, the value
should be 1.25”.

Click on the on tab labeled
Misc.
In the box labeled Start Text,
type the title to be printed at the
top of every list, for instance
Your Information.
In the box labeled Add Blanks,
enter the number of blank
records to be between each
record.
In the box labeled End Text,
type the text to be printed at the
end of every list, for instance
End Information.

•

Click on the tab labeled
Orientation.
Select the page orientation:
Landscape or Portrait. Typically
Portrait is most common.

•

Click on OK.

Users can now start printing short contact lists to the 212T printer. If information is being cut off,
adjustments to the margins and printer paper width may be necessary.
Word 97 and Word 2000 act somewhat differently.
TIP: Occasionally if the settings specified fall outside the normal values for a setting, a Word
message may appear asking to continue. Select Yes, and the document will print correctly. This is
due to the setting falling outside a typical value, as in specifying a 0 margin, that Word considers an
“illegal value” and falling outside normal operating parameters.
Word 97 considered this an error and asks to continue. Word 2000 does not consider it an error and
continues without confirmation.
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Step 8 – Backing Up Data
Backing up data means creating a copy of existing data for the purpose of restoring to it. If this
information is important, consider an offline backup. This is done periodically with tape or disk.
Backups are important to be done daily, or as often as the user can afford to go back and reenter
the information that would be lost since the last backup was done.
There are several other important times to make sure to have a backup. When upgrading to a new
version from an existing version, the user should always make sure to have backed up all existing
data. Obviously, the reason having the data backed up before upgrading is because when
upgrading, the risk of corrupting or overwriting the current databases is taken. However, if a
back up is performed before upgrading the software, the data can always be restored to the point
it was prior to the attempt.
There are several good backup programs on the market such as Veritas Back up Exec,
www.veritas.com. However, a free and simple backup could be done by copying the entire
program to another location, provided the computer used as the Copy Recipient has enough free
space to put the backup. If there is room, a simple manipulation of folders using Windows
Explorer makes this type of backup possible.
Important Note: If the user already has a back up system, such as a tape back up drive, the user
should still run their own Back Up prior to upgrading DidIT! and perhaps make a live copy like
the one explained below.
If DidIT is running in a network environment, make sure all users are off the system before
backing up the system. Usually the files cannot be backed up if they are in use. Make sure all
client machines have exited the DidIT program prior to doing a data backup.
As an Administrator, the program has the option Under System, Properties, Backup Copy to
prompt for back up on exiting the program. The internal backup can make a copy of the entire
system by specifying where to put the copy.
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Using Windows Explorer
Make a copy of the DidIT! Directory

All the data entered in DidIT is kept under the same
network or standalone directory.
•

•

•

For single user installations, if the default
install locations, were accepted, the data is
located under C:\DidIT.
For network installations, the default
directory is also \DidIT, on the mapped file
server drive.
To create a copy of this directory, no
additional hardware or software is needed
for this back up method except for careful
use of one’s file management skills.

•

Right-click with the mouse over the DidIT directory and select Copy.

•

Right-click over the C:\ drive and select Paste.

•

A folder called Copy of DidIT will be created
and act as the back up copy. Wait until it stops
copying before proceeding.
Make sure the copy of the original directory is
the same size and has approximately the same
number of files to ensure it is an exact copy.

•
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Using The DidIT! Backup Utility
Making a Copy of the DidIT! Directory as the user leaves the program.

The user is presented with this
screen. Follow the 1,2,3 step
process and the system will
automatically save a copy of
whatever is specified. For
completeness sake, do not uncheck
any options as this backup is being
used to restore the system.

The previous section described two ways to create a copy of the DidIT directory. The following
section will describe how to use this copy as a backup in case your original directory has been
lost or corrupted.
•

Provided there is enough space on the Hard Drive, rename the current directory
from DidIT to Old DidIT. Renaming the Directory rather than deleting it will
create a Back up Directory.

Important Note: The reason for renaming the directory instead of deleting it is in case the
backup did not work, the original directory will still exist. After determining the recovery has
been successful, go back to Old DidIT and delete it. This is why plenty of hard drive space is
recommended.
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Restoring Backed Up Data
USING WINDOWS EXPLORER

•

•

To rename the directory, right click over the
DidIT folder containing the data and select
Rename.
Important Note: If running DidIT! in a
network environment, make sure to select the
shared file server DidIT location, and not the
c:\DidIT on the local drive.

•

Now type in the new name Old DidIT.

•

The next step is to find the copy of DidIT created as shown in
the previous section and rename it to DidIT.
To rename the directory, right click over it and select
Rename.
Restart your DidIT software. Note: Keep in mind that only
the data entered before backing up the DidIT directory will be
available. This explains why backing up data as often as
possible is recommended.

•
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Troubleshooting DidIT!
Forms Manager
FORMS MANAGER – LIST OF FORMS NOT AVAILABLE

Problem: When in the Forms Manager, the list of forms is empty, has an error or is not displayed
as shown below
Fix:
On the installation CD in the
Microsoft directory, find the file:
comctl32.exe. This program can be
downloaded from Microsoft directly
by going to WWW.DidITbetter.com
and selecting the "TervoCharge
Section" This link will redirect you
to the appropriate location on
Microsoft's website.
This small Windows application
update will update Windows with the
updated COM controls needed for
the proper operation of DidIT!



Double click on comctl32.exe to run
the program.
Reboot the computer, open DidIT! and go to the Forms Manager where the list of forms
should be visible. If not, write a support email to Advantage International. Select the
Contact Us option from the Help tab of DidIT!.
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MERGING IN THE FORMS MANAGER – WORD OPENS A
BLANK DOCUMENT

Problem: In the Forms Manager when trying to merge into Word, a blank document opens
instead of the merged document.
Explanation:
This may happen for the following reasons:
1. The error occurs when there needs to be a series of updates to Microsoft Word. DidIT!
requires at least Microsoft Office 97 with the second service pack. You will need to update
your Word installation with the free update.
2. It happens is if Windows does not have the appropriate FoxPro ODBC drivers.
3. The Word document you are trying to merge to has no merge Fields. Therefore when it tries
to merge, there is nothing to merge to.
The first case happens when Microsoft Office version 97 installed, and service pack 2 is not
installed. Check this by going into Word and selecting the Help/About option from the top drop
down. If the user does not have at least Service Pack 1, Service Pack 2 needs to be installed.
Fix:
In the DidIT install CD, in the Microsoft directory there are the two service releases (SR1 and
SR2).
 In the Microsoft Office Updates directory find the files sr1off97.exe and sr2bof97.exe


Run sr1off97.exe by double clicking.



Run sr2bof97.exe by double clicking.



Reboot the computer.



Go into Forms Manager to merge documents into Word. If not, proceed to the second
reason.

The second reason this problem happens is because the system does not have the appropriate data
access (ODBC) drivers installed and working correctly.
Fix:
In the DidIT\Utils directory, find the file dataacc.exe


Double click on dataacc.exe to run the program.



Go into Forms Manager to merge documents into Word.

The third reason it occurs is because there are no merge fields in the document you are
trying to merge to.
Fix:
• Go into Forms Manager; Open the document that does not merge and insert merge
fields.
• Please refer to Word Merge documentation.
• The appropriate primary file is the document in the active window
• The appropriate secondary file in a default install is C:\DidIT\Result.dbf
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Invalid Merged Document Path – Form does not merge into Word

Problem: Select a form in the Forms Manager and then click on MergeMaster button to merge to
Word. If the instead of opening the merged form in Word, the following error message appears:
Explanation: This doesn’t happen very often.
This can happen when Microsoft Office is not
installed. It also happens when there is no "My
Documents" directory for a particular user or it is
incorrect. From the Forms Manager, use the ellipse
to select a location and it will then work correctly.

Fix:
•

•

•
•
•

Click on System from the main
menu bar. Click on Properties from
the System pull down menu.
In the User Defaults tab, click on the
Document Templates button then
the Ellipse button. The Open
window will appear.
Select the Look in drop down menu
and double click on c:\ folder.
Double click on My Documents
folder. Click on the Select button.
Go back into the Forms Manager
List window, notice that Merged
Document (template) file will point
to C:\My Documents\Info.doc
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Server Directory Not Valid
Problem: This error message occurs when the system lost the
registry keys that are placed in the system when it installs, or
the logged in user is not logged on to the server or becomes
unmapped.
Fix:
Click on OK. The Locate Program Directories
window that lists the directories that the
application cannot find.
The first directory is the Server Home
directory. This directory is located on the
server; its default installation directory name
was DidIT. If the user picks the appropriate
Server Home, then all the other directory
locations should automatically be found. If the
drive is not available, then the computer may
not be logged on or the drive becomes
unmapped. Refer to your Windows Help for
Mapping or Logging onto a domain.
If DidIT! Directories are not found, the user
must locate each of these directories before
continuing.
The Client Home is the DidIT directory located
on the hard drive of the client machine. This is
the machine from which the user is trying to
run DidIT!. On a normal installation, this is
located in C:\DidIT.

Important Note: This also means that the Client Home is the same as the Server Home, therefore
the two should be mapped to the same location.
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The Data directory as well as the rest of the
directories should be located off the main server
directory on the mapped drive, and the default
name is DidIT.
If the locations do not
automatically fill in scroll down and select the
appropriate directories for each folder manually.
In order to select the appropriate folder, first select
the networked drive on which the folder is located
during the installation. In this case it would be the
server’s shared hard drive.
Look for the directory named DidIT.
From the list of files, double click on the one prompted to select. For instance
when trying to select the Data folder, click on the Data directory.
After selecting all the folders, the window should look something like this:

Important note: Keep in mind when locating program directories for the application running on
the server, the user will have to check mark the Server box located on the bottom right corner of
the window.


Click on Save. DidIT! should now be able to run.

REBUILDING A CLIENT MACHINE
Network Dedicated Fileserver Only

Important Note: This only applies to a dedicated file
server and should never be done on a standalone
machine or the actual non-dedicated file server itself.
It can be done to the client workstations connected to
a non-dedicated file server, but not the file server
itself. If this procedure is done on any installation
other than a dedicated file server, data may be
deleted.
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If one of the machines connected to the file server’s version of DidIT does not seem to work
correctly, troubleshoot the problem by “Rebuilding the Client”. This procedure is essentially the
same as building the client, except that the user must delete the client files first before the build
client program copies the few files necessary for DidIT! to run optimally on a network.
This reinstallation of DidIT on the local drive can be caused by several reasons:
The application is not working properly.
The Client workstation has missing defaults or infotemp files.
This does not apply to a single user or the machine that is acting as the non-dedicated
server. BE CAREFUL, do not do this procedure in either of these cases, data may be
deleted.
To rebuild a client application, the user must
delete the client workstation directory. To do so,
please follow these steps.
• First, make a backup. See the Back Up
section of this Administrator Guide for
more information on performing a Back
Up.
• In Windows Explorer, locate the DidIT
directory located on the local drive, the C:
drive. Make sure there is no other
subdirectory beneath the DidIT directory or
data may be deleted! There should be no
subdirectories on the client workstation
under the C\DidIT directory or any custom
made files in that directory. Take a
moment to make sure before deleting.
• Click on the DidIT folder once and press
Delete on the keyboard to delete the DidIT
folder on the c:\ drive.

Since the Client application was deleted on the local
drive, the user can install or build a new one.
• Click on the server drive letter (usually your F:\)
to see a list of folders. Look for a folder labeled
DidIT.
• Double click on DidIT to see the list of files
located in this folder.
• Double click on Admin folder
• Double click on BldClient.exe: which is the
executable file that will install the software on
the local drive.
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•

Once the installation process for the Client version of
DidIT! is complete, the user will be prompted to
create program shortcuts.

•

Click on Yes to create a shortcut icon on the Desktop.

After the shortcut icon is created, the DidIT program will start the DidIT log on screen prompting
for the user name and password. The user has successfully completed the re-building of the client
machine. The program has installed all the necessary files on the local drive to run DidIT!.
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